Understand how your camera sees the
world so you know when it gets things wrong

:. he majority of SLRs
.,,, :,. offer three metering
',,. 't'., modes: Multi-zone,
.t: .:' :. Centre-weighted

perture, shutter
speed and ISO are
the three building
blocks of exposure,
and the exposure meter inside
your camera essentially brings
them all together. The meter
measures the amount of light
that's reflected from the scene
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and Spot, and each meters
a

different proportion of the

scene. The default Multizone mode takes individual

light readings from multiple
segments across the ent'ire
frame before the camera
sets an exposure. Also taken
into account are the active
autofocus point, the size
and distance of the subject
and an1, backlighting.

that vou're pointing the Ier-rs
at, and then selects the
combination of aperture,
shutter speed and ISO that

it calculates lvi1l produce
balanced exposure.

Maketheswitch to a different pattern
to obtain more precise meter readings
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Also known as Evaluative, Matrix.
Honeycomb or similar, this mode
takes readings across the scene,
then'intelligently' applies its own
Exposure Com pensation.

Centre-weighted takes
its reading across the entire
frame, although it assumes
the subject will be towards
the centre of the picture and

Most camera meters work
on the assumption that a
scene should be exposed

if it's 18o/o midtone grey.
This is because it is generally
considered that most scenes
will reflect 1B7o of the light
that lalls on them. There
are many that do, such as a
church under a clear blue sk1,.
But in realitv the world is not
as

so

it concentrates there.

For precise measllrement,
Spot metering is best. It
takes its exposure readir-rg
from a r.er]' small area of the
frame, typically in the centre.

This mode takes its light reading
from the entire frame, but
concentrates around 60-8O% of
the exposure towards the centre.
It's a good option for portraits.

"Most camera meters work on the
assumption that a scene should be
exposed as if it's l8o/o midtone grey"
full of midtones. There

are

bright white snowscapes,
washed-out skies and dark
interiors to contend with.
copes with
high-contrast scenes much
better than digital cameras do,
so photographic images often
have blown-out highlights or
lack detail in the shadows.

The human
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Most current

SLRs feature

svstems that can effectively
boost dlrnamic range, such
as Canon's Auto Lighting
Optimiser and Nikon's Active

D-Lighting, but there's no
substitute lbr naillng the
correct exposure setting.
This is where your
camera's histogram comes
in. This is a small graph that
illustrates the range of tones

in llre picture. from derk
shadows on tl-re far left

Onlyl-5%of theframe

is

metered

for, so it's not influenced by any of
the brighter or darker areas. Some
cameras can only Spot meter
from the centre AF point, while
others use any active AF point.

Canon cameras include a Partial
metering mode that reads a
slightly larger area than the Spot
meter. This is easier than trying to
read a veryfine area, and results
are often more predictable.

through to bright highlights
on the far right. If the graph
goes beyond the edges of the
sca1e, the picture informatior-r
is'clipped' and 1,ou'11 start
to lose detail.

Look for the button or switch
that shows a small metering
pattern icon.0n a Canon, you
press this button, then turn
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The histogram is one of the most useful photography tools. lt's a good idea
to review your pictures with the histogram alongside to check exposures

the dialto change themetering
model ona Nikonyou turn a
switch to select the pattern
you wantto use. Remember
to reset this to your preferred
rnode after takingthe shot.
You can also change the
metering mode using your
camera's control screen.

Guarantee a good exposure by telling the
camera what it should be meteringfrom
-

eterlng a scene before

often referred to as
'taking a reading'.
Lightlv lrre:s tlre shulr(r'release button to trigger the
('arTl('rJ s c\posure rnelcr"
and a suggested aperture and

shutter speed cornbination
appear in the viewfinder.
Although _vou can lneter
lbr the whole scene using a

wiil

Multi- zone mr.tering moc1e,
in difficult lightir-rg cor-rclitions
it's ofterr more suitable tcr
Spot metering to take a
reading directlr, fron-r the tbcal
point, or an alternatirre area
of the scenc in the san-re light.
You c.rr llrcrr rrurin thi:
exposLlre by pressing the
Ar.rto Exposr-rre Lock br-rttor-r
on the back of the camera
r.rse

(look ibr AE-L'on Nikon
calneras and the 'i s_vrrbol
on Canor-r SLRs), or b1,
transferring the settings to
N,lannal exposure mocle. Tl-ris
enables you to recompose the
photograph belore slrooting.
withor-rt the erposure being
adjusted bv the can-rera.
Using Spot meterir.tg

conjunction witl-r Auto
Exposure Lock can be a quick
walr to set exposures rvl'ren
the ligl-rt is rapidlv char-rging.
If conclitions get brighter or
ir-r

darker, air-r-r the Af point being
used at an ar:ea you want to
take a new reading from, then
press the AE-L br-rtton. It's
aiso uselul if r,ou're sl-rooting
a nrovilrg subject. Press tl're

AE L buttor-r to take a reading
fi-or-r-r a

blue

bird flying against a
the exposllre

sk1r, ar-rcl

r,r.,ill stav

locked if the bircl

llies against a white
cloud or a dark forest.
If you don't lock the
exposure, tl-ren the camera's
t1-ren

automatic exposLlre will be
int-luenced b1r the background;
backgror-rnd is bright,
the picture malr conre out too

if the

clark

oruncler-exposed.

Your canera rvants to r-nake
in-rages a r.nidtone brig}rtness
1eve1, so if vou takc' a Spot
n-reter re:rding fron'r a bright
or dark area, Llse Exposure
Compensation to rnake that
.r

rc:r hriglr

I ,,r drrk .rgait'.

"In difficult light, it's often more
suitable to use Spot metering to take a
reading directly from the focal point"
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Without Exposure Compensation, taking a reading off the black causes
over-exposure, while a reading off the white gives an under-exposed shot

Do your pictures of dark and black subjects look
grey? Fol low this f lowchart to fix the problem
Switch to Aperture Priority mode. Looking
at the scene through the viewfinder, is the
bright subject large or small in the frame?

Switch to Aperture Priority mode. Looking at
the scene through the viewfinder, is the dark
subject large or small in the frame?

Switch to Spot metering.
Are there any midtone
subjects in the same light?

With your camera set to
Multi-zone metering, dial-in 2/3 or one stop
of negative Exposure Compensation so
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Dial-in one to two stops (for dark subjects)

Pointthe Spot meter

or two to three stops (for very dark subjects)

at the midtone subject
and hold down the
Auto Exposure Lock
button. Now fire off a
quick test shot

of negative Exposure Compensation.
Point the Spot meter at the dark subject
and hold down the Auto Exposure Lock
button. Fire off a quick test shot

Check the histogram on the rear LCD. ls the graph roughly in the middle,
to the left, or so far to the left that it looks like it's been cut off or'clipped'?
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This indicates that
the image is mostly
midtones, so the
dark subject will
probably look too
washed out. To make
the subject appear
darker, dial-in more

negative Exposure
Compensation and
take another shot

With your camera set to Multi-zone
metering, dial-in one or two stops of
positive Exposure Compensation so that
the exposure indicator moves towards
the'+'end ofthe scale. Fire off a shot

Dial-in up to two stops of positive
Exposure Compensation so that the
exposure indicator moves towards
the '+' end of the scale

Point the Spot meter at the bright
subject, half-press and hold the
shutter release to lock the exposure,
then recompose and take a test shot

Switch to Spot metering. Are
there any midtone subjects
- grass, trees, buildings or
similar - in the same light?

Point the Spot

meter at the
midtone subject
and half-press and
hold the shutter
release to lock the
exposure setting.
Recompose and
take a test shot

Checkthe histogram. ls thegraph roughly in the middle, to the right,
or so far to the right that it looks like it's been cut off or'clipped'?
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This indicates that

This indicates that

mostly
shadows, so the
subject should look
dark, but detailed.
Some clipping of
shadow detail is OK,
as it's easier to reveal
lost shadow detail
than it is to trY and
rescue lost highlights

the darkest parts
of the image are
pure black, with no
texture detail. To
recover it, reduce the
negative Exposure
Compensation so the
exposure indicator
moves back right and
take another test shot

the image

is
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Once the histogram is distributed
as you want it to be, you can go
ahead and take your shot

Faced with this dark
scene, the camera's
exposure system has

over-exposed the shot
Adding -l stop of
Exposure Compensation
makes it dark again

This indicates that
the image is mostly
made up of
midtones, so the
bright subject will
probably look dull.
To make it appear
brighter, dial-in more
positive Exposure
Compensation and
take another shot

This indicates that
the image is mostly
highlights, so the

subject should look
bright, but detailed

Once the histogram is
where you want it to
be, you can go ahead
and take your shot

This indicates that the
brightest parts of the
image are pure white,

with no texture detail.
To recover it, reduce
the positive Exposure
Compensation so
that the exposure
indicator moves back
left and take another
test shot

Photos can be ruined by over-exposed
highlights. Here's how to rescue them
Take a test shot and check that the shadows

First, make sure you're shooting in the
camera's raw image quality mode, as this
will give you a better chance of recovering
highlight detail in raw processing software later

reach the far left ofthe graph without being
severely clipped. Activate your camera's
highlight warning: is the display blinking?

Using your camera's Multi-zone metering, take a test shot and
review the image with the brightness histogram alongside. If the
graph indicates that highlights are clipped, is this slight or severe?
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Switch on your camera's
Highlight Alert (found in the
playback menu) and check the
image again. Parts of the image
will be flashing black and white

Do you own a set

Dial-in one or two stops

ofnegative Exposure
Compensation so that the
exposure indicator moves
towards the'-'end ofthe scale

The exposure exceeds the dynamic range of your
camera, which means it can't record the whole
brightness range. Are you shooting raw or JPEG?

Contrast levels fall
within the dynamic
range of your camera,
meaning that the
image will hold detail
from the shadows
to the highlights.
Take the shot!

ls one large area of the
scene brighter than the
rest, such as the sky in

Activate your
camera's contrast
control feature,

an open landscape?

if it has one. ln the
Canon system,
this is called Auto
Lighting optimiser,
while the Nikon

of

graduated Neutral
Density filters?

equivalent is called
Active D-Lighting
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Do the flashing areas correspond

with specular highlights (those that
you'd expect to see on shiny objects
like metal, windows and water)

nt

or areas that shouldn't be over-

exposed (like skin and clothes)?

Consider makingan HDR (High Dynamic Range)
image. Take at least three shots (one underexposed, one correctly exposed and one
over-exposed) then combine these using layers
and Layer Masks in Photoshop. Or try software
such as HDR Efex Pro 2 or Photomatix

ls the horizon line
between foreground
and sky very straight,
or is it uneven/hilly?

Highlight Alert warns you of areas
that are at risk of over-exposure,
rather than areas that are
over-exposed, but it pays to be

cautious. Dial in a little negative

Start with a one-stop ND grad. Looking through
the viewfinder, slide the filter down so the
transitionjust kisses the horizon. Take a test
shot and check the histogram. lf it's still cut oft
or'clipped'on the right try a stronger ND grad,
or a combination of them. once you're happy
with the histogram, take a shot with a
well-exposed sky and foreground

Exposure Compensation (try 1/2
or 2/3 stop) and take another test
shot. Repeat until the important
areas are no longer flashing
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As long as the rest of
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Take the final shot. When you open
the raw file in Adobe Camera Raw,

the

histogram indicates an
exposure that's correct for
the rest ofthe scene, you can
ignore this clipping warning
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Lightroomorsimilarsoftware,use
the Highlights or Recovery slider to
restore further detail in the highlights
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